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Eli is a young boy who realizes that he has cancer.There exists a 'can' in cancer, so whenever your life seems
kinda rough, breathe in and out and clear your head and consider better stuff. Being unsure of how to
experience, his doctor tells him… ""May" A must read for all who are searching for their " This creatively
written book of hope follows Eli's trip through the eye of an individual, parents, siblings, teachers,
healthcare providers, and friends. in cancer.
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 Love her books which is normally one that is quite personal for me right now. Julia Cook always does this
for kids--puts them relaxed regarding problems they will have. This book helped explain my husband's
cancer medical diagnosis in "kid terms" to my niece and nephew which were frightened of the
disease.Thanks, Julia! There is nothing at all "can do" about any of it. Get- His for Locks Fairy instead.. My
5 year old son was recently identified as having leukemia and we wished to get a handful of books to help
explain a few of the challenges he would end up being facing. We were encouraged by the name of this
reserve and the cover. Well the outdated adage holds true, don't judge a book by it's cover. We anticipate
making plenty of good new memories even with tumor and I am strong enough to keep my feelings in check
when I am around him. It was like now that you have tumor everyone around you is . It was like "given that
you have tumor everyone around you will be sad, crying or depressed". The only alternative it gave for
coping with the cancer was to think about a time that a child didn't have cancer. Sorry but that is not how I'd
like my son to cope with his illness. Cancer sucks and its own not fair but I am not really likely to have my
son spend the next 3 years considering when he didn't possess cancer when points are hard. This book was
therefore uterrtly disappointing! This reserve really bothered me.. Five Stars Beautifully
written...heartbreaking but realistic.
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